
The Complexity and Composability of Secure Interoperation�Li Gong and Xiaolei QianSRI InternationalComputer Science Laboratory333 Ravenswood AvenueMenlo Park, California 94025 U.S.A.fgong,qiang@csl.sri.comAbstractAdvances in distributed systems and networkingtechnology have made interoperation not only feasiblebut also increasingly popular. We de�ne the interop-eration of secure systems and its security, and provecomplexity and composability results on obtaining op-timal and secure interoperation. Most problems areNP-complete even for systems with very simple accesscontrol structures. Nevertheless, composability reducescomplexity in that secure global interoperation can beobtained incrementally by composing secure local in-teroperation. We illustrate, through an application,how these theoretical results can help system designersin practice.1 IntroductionRecent advances in distributed systems and net-working technology have made interoperation not onlyfeasible but also increasingly popular. For exam-ple, heterogeneous databases can be linked by high-speed networks that consist of heterogeneous net-works connected by gateways. In such an applica-tion environment, heterogeneity (such as in data se-mantics, data representation, and communication pro-tocol) among system components must be reconciledproperly. Some research e�orts are under way to dealwith these problems [SL90].One attribute of interoperation that needs recon-ciliation but has not been closely studied is securitywith regard to access control. Consider an appli-cation involving multiple systems dealing with com-merce (e.g., national credit databases), �nance (e.g.,�This work was supported in part by the U.S. Departmentof Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and U.S. AirForce Rome Laboratory under Contract F30602-92-C-0140.

stock market information systems), medicine (e.g., pa-tient records), and defense, each having a distinct ac-cess control structure. To facilitate information ex-change among such systems, some mapping betweenthe heterogeneous security attributes must be intro-duced, for example, by the system administrators.Current practices show that these mappings, even ifchosen carefully, can result in security breaches thatpreviously did not exist in any individual system (e.g.,[U.S87, U.S90]).Secure interoperation is a serious concern for mil-itary systems1 as well as commercial ones. For ex-ample, consider the information system of a majorresearch organization where Alice, being a projectsupervisor, is allowed access to Bob's �les, but notvice versa. Suppose that this organization has justbeen purchased by a corporation where Charles is VicePresident for research and Diana, being his secretary,has access to his �les. After the merger, it seems natu-ral to permit Charles to access Alice's project papers.But if Bob should be allowed access to Diana's �lecabinet, there would be a security violation becausenow Bob would potentially have access (indirectly viaDiana and Charles) to Alice's �les to which he shouldbe denied access.Although the security violation in this example maynot be too di�cult to remove, a real-world systemcould have hundreds or thousands of entries in its ac-cess control list so that choosing a secure yet satis-factory (e.g., with maximum data sharing) mappingbetween many such access control lists is a dauntingtask. In other words, interoperation of systems with1It is estimated in the Defense InformationSystems Agency'sDefense Information System Network Technology RequirementsDocument, version 0 (August 3, 1993) that the U.S. DoD enter-prise has more than 10,000 networks worldwide, most of whichare not interoperable with each other and do not adequatelysupport information sharing.



heterogeneous access control structures poses the fol-lowing new challenges: what is the de�nition of se-cure interoperation? How can security violations bedetected? And how can these violations be removedwhile a maximum amount of information exchange isstill facilitated? This paper attempts to answer someof these questions. First we turn to what we thinkare the fundamental requirements in secure interoper-ation.2 Principles of Secure InteroperationOne essential feature in federated systems is the au-tonomy of an individual system { each system may beadministrated independently [BGS92, SL90]. To pre-serve this feature in secure interoperation, autonomyin security must be guaranteed.Principle of Autonomy. Any access per-mitted within an individual system must alsobe permitted under secure interoperation.On the other hand, interoperation should not vio-late the security of an individual system.Principle of Security. Any access not per-mitted within an individual system must bealso denied under secure interoperation.All other new access introduced by interoperationshould be permitted unless explicitly denied by thespeci�cation of secure interoperation. Note that, un-less speci�ed otherwise, by access we mean direct orindirect access.It is conceivable that under some circumstances asystem may be willing to sacri�ce some of its auton-omy.3 System Model and TerminologyIn our discussion, the security attributes of a sys-tem are expressed with an access control list (ACL)[Lam71]. We view a system as a collection of users,machines, data objects, and others, each being a dis-tinct unit with regard to security.The task we are facing is the following: given aset of access control lists that are individually secure,de�ne what secure interoperation is, and investigatethe complexity of detecting security violations in theglobal system and that of removing security violationswhile maintaining a reasonable level of interoperation.

It has been previously shown that the security ofany given access control list is in general undecidable[HRU76], and some variations of the decision problemare at best NP-complete [San92]. Therefore, we alsoexpect to obtain NP-completeness results and thus fol-low the general proof method for NP-completeness toinvestigate only a restricted problem where in eachACL: (1) each subject owns exactly one �le, with readand write access; (2) a subject can have only read ac-cess to a �le owned by someone else; (3) if a subjectcan read another's �le, the latter cannot read the for-mer's �le; (4) an ACL is static in that read and writeare the only types of access speci�ed.Our NP-completeness results should imply similarNP-completeness results for formations of the prob-lem using more general access control lists. In ad-dition, given the particular restrictions on ACL, ourresults should also imply NP-completeness results forthe interoperation of Bell-LaPadula (e.g., [Lan81])type multilevel secure systems, although our study isnot specially aimed at multilevel security either in thesense of Bell-LaPadula or that of noninterference (e.g.,[GM82]).In our discussion, we use the following terminol-ogy, notations, and de�nitions. Because one subjectowns exactly one �le, there is no need to distinguishbetween a subject and its �le. For example, insteadof saying that Alice has access to Bob's �le, we cansimply say that Alice has access to Bob. We call thiscombination of a subject and its �le an entity. More-over, it is obvious that one entity has access to oneself(i.e., one's own �le), and if Alice can access Bob, andBob can access Charles, then Alice can access Charlesindirectly. Recall that one restriction on the ACL isthat if Alice can access Bob then Bob cannot accessAlice, we arrive at the following de�nition of a securesystem as speci�ed with a restricted ACL.De�nition 1 (Secure System) A secure system isan ACL in the form of G =< V;A > where V is a setof entities and A is a binary relation \access" on Vthat is reexive, transitive, and antisymmetric.Graphically, we can view a system as an acyclicdirected graph. V is the set of vertices and A is theset of arcs { there is an arc leading from vertex u to v,denoted by (u; v), if and only if A contains the binaryrelation \u access v". The direction of the arc is thenthe direction of the permitted \access".Thus, for the merger example, we have Res =<fAlice; Bob;Eveg; f(Alice; Bob); (Eve;Alice)g >, andCom =< fCharles;Diana; Fredg; f(Charles; Fred),(Diana;Charles)g. The graphical representation ofboth systems is in Figure 1.



DCFAEBFigure 1: Two Separate SystemsFor convenience, we sometimes do not distinguishbetween an ACL and its graphical representation if noconfusion can arise.We say that an access (u; v) is legal in G (or in A)if and only if there is a directed path in (the graphicalrepresentation of) G leading from u to v. We denotethis with (u; v) / G.Suppose we have n secure systems, Gi =< Vi; Ai >,i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and for simplicity, we assume that allentities are distinctly named { that is, Vi\Vj = ;; i 6=j. To facilitate interoperation, mappings between en-tities of di�erent systems must be introduced to reectthe desired data sharing through interoperation. Suchmappings can be represented by a set of cross-system\access" relations F , which is chosen possibly by anadministrator with global security responsibility or bya select committee in charge of the individual systems.De�nition 2 (Permitted Access) Permitted ac-cess is a binary relation F on [ni=1Vi where 8(u; v) 2F , u 2 Vi, v 2 Vj, and i 6= j.The fact that (u; v) 2 F indicates that it is thoughtthat entity u (in system Gi) should be allowed to ac-cess entity v (in system Gj). Note that it is possibleto have both (u; v) 2 F and (v; u) 2 F .In our example, suppose that it is decided that in-teroperation should allow Bob to access Fred (i.e., his�le) and Charles to access Alice. Then the global sys-tem is in Figure 2 where arcs belonging to F are rep-resented as dotted lines.The interoperation may also mandate a set of re-stricted access R, as follows.De�nition 3 (Restricted Access) Restricted ac-cess is a binary relation R on [ni=1Vi such that8(u; v) 2 R, u 2 Vi, v 2 Vj, and i 6= j.

DCFBAEFigure 2: Interoperation of Two SystemsThis is similar to a negative entry in an access con-trol list [Sat89]. The purpose is to explicitly safeguardcertain parts of the system when the potential implica-tions of introducing F are unclear. In our example, wemay forbid access (Diana;Eve). R takes precedenceover F .To give the de�nition of secure interoperation for afederated system Q =< W;B >, recall that the auton-omy principle requires that a legal access in Ai remainlegal in B, i.e., if (u; v) / Ai then (u; v) / B. On theother hand, the security principle requires that an il-legal access in Ai remain illegal in the interoperation,i.e., if (u; v) 6/ Ai then (u; v) 6/ B. In addition, allaccess in R should be explicitly restricted { that is,B \R = ; (the empty set).De�nition 4 (Secure Interoperation) Q is a se-cure interoperation if B \ R = ;, and 8u; v 2 Vi,(u; v) / Ai if and only if (u; v) / B.F and R may contradict each other, and other se-curity violations can also occur as a result of inter-operation. As illustrated in Figure 3, Bob can accessAlice indirectly through Diana, which is illegal withinthe research organization.In situations like this, F may need to be changedor reduced to remove security violations (recall that Rtakes precedence over F ). Thus, givenGi; i = 1; : : : ; n,F , and R, our aim is to �nd a federated system Q =<W;B >, whereW = [ni=1Vi and B � ([ni=1Ai[F )�R,such that Q is a secure interoperation.



DCEBA Fabc dFigure 3: Security Violation Caused by Interoperation4 ComplexityFor convenient discussion, we mark all arcs belong-ing to Gi; i = 1; : : : ; n; green, mark all arcs in thepermitted access set F purple, and mark all arcs inthe restricted access set R red.The �rst problem we encounter is to decide if agiven interoperation is secure.Problem 1 (Security Evaluation) Given Gi =<Vi; Ai >; i = 1; : : : ; n, permitted access F , and re-stricted access R. Is < [ni=1Vi; ([ni=1Ai [ F )� R > asecure interoperation?Theorem 1 Security evaluation is in P.Proof. We prove the theorem by giving apolynomial-time algorithm to detect security viola-tions. Let A+i denote the transitive closure of Ai, andB+ denote the transitive closure of B = ([ni=1Ai [F )�R. The algorithm is as follows.First, check that B \ R is an empty set. Then,compute B+ and A+i ; i = 1; : : : ; n, and check thatB+ induced by Vi is a subset of A+i . If any check-ing fails, report security violation; otherwise, reportsecure. The correctness of the algorithm is obvious,noting that the de�nition of B automatically satis�esthe autonomy requirement.The complexity of the algorithm is the complexityof calculating the transitive closures O(j [ni=1Vi j3)plus the complexity of the comparisons O(j [ni=1Vi j3),so an upper bound is O(j [ni=1Vi j3). 2If B = ([ni=1Ai [ F ) � R is insecure, we can re-move the security violations by reducing F until theresulting interoperation is secure. In other words, �nd

S � F such that C = ([ni=1Ai[S)�R is secure. Thisis trivial because S = ; is de�nitely a secure solution.To �nd nontrivial secure solutions, one choice is to�nd a secure solution that includes all other securesolutions. In other words, �nd S � F such that C =([ni=1Ai[S)�R is secure and, for any secure solutionT , T � S. Unfortunately, such solutions do not alwaysexist, as is shown by the following counterexample.Consider the interoperation of systemsG1 =< fa1; a2; a3g; f(a1; a2); (a2; a3)g >and G2 =< fb1; b2; b3g; f(b1; b2); (b2; b3)g>,as illustrated by Figure 4. Suppose F =f(b3; a2); (a3; b2)g, which obviously causes asecurity violation because access (a3; a2) islegal in the federated system but illegal inG1. One secure solution is S1 = f(a3; b2)g.Another secure solution is S2 = f(b3; a2)g.But any solution containing both S1 and S2contains F , which causes a security violation.a3a2a1 b3b2b1Figure 4: All-Inclusive Solutions May Not ExistAn alternative in �nding nontrivial secure solutionsis to look for solutions that cannot be expanded anyfurther. In other words, �nd a secure solution S � Fsuch that, for any secure solution T , S 6� T . Thisproblem is in P, as the following polynomial-time al-gorithm demonstrates: start with an empty solutionS; add elements in F to S one by one, and only if theaddition will not cause a security violation (recall thatsecurity evaluation is in P); repeat this process untilno more elements can be added. The correctness ofthis algorithm is obvious.The three choices described so far do not give natu-ral optimality measures. For example, a solution mayturn out to contain just one arc from F although the



exclusion of this single arc would allow the addition oftwo other arcs, with the latter intuitively facilitatingmore information exchange.Therefore, we propose two de�nitions that are morenatural. From now on, we stipulate that F 6= ; be-cause the secure interoperation problem disappearswhen F = ; (and thus R = ;).One natural optimality measure is to maximize di-rect information sharing. Take the interoperation rep-resented in Figure 3, for example. Arcs a and d (or cand d) cause a security violation. To reduce a mini-mum number of arcs from F , it is better to remove dso that both a and c can be preserved.Problem 2 (Maximum Secure Interoperation)For any positive integer K �j F j, is there a securesolution S such that S � F and j S j� K?Theorem 2 Maximum secure interoperation is NP-complete.Proof. The problem belongs to NP because a non-deterministic machine can guess a solution at randomand verify its autonomy and security properties inpolynomial time (refer to Theorem 1 on security eval-uation).The rest of the proof is to reduce a known NP-complete problem, the Feedback Arc Set problem[GJ79, p.192], to a restricted case of our problem athand. We �rst review the Feedback Arc Set problem:Given a directed graph G =< V;A >, pos-itive integer K �j A j. Is there a subsetA0 � A with j A0 j� K such that A0 containsat least one arc from every directed cycle inG?The restricted case of Problem 2 is whenall individual systems are of the form Gi =<fui; vig; f(ui; vi)g >, F contains no direct cycles, andR = ;. Here, the only type of security violation is adirected cycle (in the federated system) containing agreen arc (ui; vi), because access from vi to ui wouldbecome possible. Moreover, any cycle must contain atleast a green arc because there are no red arcs and noall-purple cycles.Our reduction, shown in Figure 5, is as follows.Given any G =< V;A >, we de�ne G0 =< V 0; A0 >as follows. V 0 is formed by splitting every vertex u inV into a pair of vertices u1 and u2. We add an arc(u1; u2), and let C denote the set of all such arcs. Let< fu1; u2g; f(u1; u2)g > denote an individual system.For every arc in A that ends at u, there is a corre-sponding arc in A0 that ends at u1, and for every arc

in A that departs from u, there is a corresponding arcin A0 that departs from u2. Let F = A0. Clearly Fdoes not contain any cycle. Gabc d e
G'u1ab c u2u d eFigure 5: ReductionNext we need to show that this reduction is a one-to-one mapping between the two problems in that A00is a solution for the Feedback Arc Set problem in G,with j A00 j� K, if and only if S = (A0 � A00) is asolution of maximumsecure interoperation in G0, withj S j�j A0 j �K.Suppose A00 is a solution for the Feedback Arc Setproblem in G, then A00 � A0 and j A00 j� K. LetS = (A0 � A00). S does not contain directed cyclesin G, thus S [ C does not contain directed cycles inG0 either, because of the way arcs in C are added toG0. Therefore S does not cause a security violation.Moreover, since A00 � A0, we have j S j=j (A0�A00) j=jA0 j � j A00 j�j A0 j �K. Thus, S is a solution tomaximum secure interoperation in G0.On the other hand, suppose S is a solution to max-imum secure interoperation in G0. Since S does notcontain directed cycles, A00 = A0 � S must contain atleast one arc from each directed cycle in A0. BecauseS � A0 and j S j�j A0 j �K, j A00 j=j A0 � S j=j A0 j� j S j�j A0 j �(j A0 j �K) = K. Therefore, A00 is asolution to the Feedback Arc Set problem in G. 2For an NP-complete problem, one naturally seeksgood approximation algorithms. We now prove that�nding certain approximate solutions is also NP-complete. Given a federated system G, we use A(G)to denote a solution obtained by an approximation al-gorithm, of size j A(G) j, and OPT (G) to denote theoptimal solution, of size j OPT (G) j.



Corollary 1 If P 6= NP, then no polynomial-time al-gorithm for the maximum secure interoperation prob-lem can guarantee j A(G) j � j OPT (G) j� K for a�xed constant K.Proof. Suppose to the contrary that X is in-deed such an approximation algorithm. We show thatX can be used to construct a polynomial-time algo-rithm Y that solves the maximum secure interopera-tion problem, which contradicts the assumption thatP 6= NP.Given G and a positive integer K, our algorithm Yconstructs G0 that consists of K+1 isomorphic copiesof G. It is easy to see that j OPT (G0) j= (K + 1)� jOPT (G) j. Furthermore, we can construct a solutionfor G with a size of at least j X(G0) j =(K +1) merelyby taking the isomorphic copy ofG that has the largestsolution among the (K + 1) copies. Thus, (K + 1)� jY (G) j�j X(G0) j.Since X guarantees that j X(G0) j � j OPT (G0) j�K, we have j X(G0) j �(K + 1)� j OPT (G) j� K.Because (K + 1)� j Y (G) j�j X(G0) j, we have(K + 1)� j Y (G) j �(K + 1)� j OPT (G) j� K,or j Y (G) j � j OPT (G) j� K=(K + 1). This meansthat j Y (G) j=j OPT (G) j and thus Y is a polynomial-time algorithm for the maximumsecure interoperationproblem, a contradiction. 2So far we have been working to �nd maximum sub-sets of F that result in secure interoperation, and The-orem 2 and its corollary suggest that this is hard.Another natural measure of optimality is to maxi-mize direct and indirect information sharing by work-ing on the whole federated system. The aim is to �nda secure interoperation with a maximum number oflegal access, instead of looking for a secure solution Fof a maximum size. That is, we can now change F aslong as the new F does not introduce an access thatis illegal under the initial set F .Take the interoperation represented in Figure 3again, for example. Arcs a and d (or c and d) causea security violation. Previously, for a solution withmaximum size, it was better to remove d so that botha and c could be preserved. Now to obtain maximumaccess, it is actually better to remove both a and c topreserve d because the latter facilitates more (albeitindirect) information sharing.Problem 3 (Maximum-Access Secure Interop-eration) For any positive integer K �j ([ni=1Ai [F )+ � R j, is there a secure interoperation <[ni=1Vi; B > such that B � ([ni=1Ai [ F )+ � R andj B j� K?

Theorem 3 Maximum-access secure interoperationis NP-complete.Proof. The problem obviously belongs to NP be-cause a nondeterministic machine can guess a solutionat random and verify its suitability in polynomial time(recall Theorem 1 that security evaluation is in P).Again, we reduce the Feedback Arc Set problem toa subproblem when each individual system is of theform Gi =< fui; vig; f(ui; vi)g >. Our reduction isidentical to that in the proof of Theorem 2, as shownin Figure 5, where j C j=j V j. We then compute thetransitive closure of G0 and call it G00 =< V 0; (A0)+ >.We aim to prove that A00 is a solution to theFeedback Arc Set problem in G if and only if B =(A0 � A00) [ C forms a secure interoperation in G00,with j B j�j A0 j �K+ j V j.In the set of arcs introduced by computing the tran-sitive closure, namely ((A0)+ � A0 � C), if an arc iswithin one single system, then it must be of the form(u2; u1), which causes a security violation and thuscannot be present in any secure interoperation. De�neR to be the subset of ((A0)+�A0�C) containing arcsthat connect two di�erent systems. This de�nition ofR e�ectively removes from any secure interoperationall arcs added when computing the transitive closure,thus the rest of this proof is essentially the same asthat of Theorem 2. 2Corollary 2 If P 6= NP, then no polynomial-time al-gorithm for the maximum-access secure interoperationproblem can guarantee j A(G) j � j OPT (G) j� K fora �xed constant K.Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 1. 2The above results show that the problems we areinvestigating are NP-complete in general. Neverthe-less, we have found a special case where �nding anoptimal solution takes only polynomial time.Problem 4 (Simpli�ed Maximum-Access Se-cure Interoperation) Suppose that every Gi is atotal order, and graph < [ni=1Vi; F > is acyclic.For any positive integer K �j ([ni=1Ai [ F )+ j, isthere a secure interoperation < [ni=1Vi; B > such thatB 2 ([ni=1Ai [ F )+ and j B j� K?Theorem 4 Simpli�ed maximum-access secure inter-operation is in P.Proof. We prove by constructing a polynomial-time algorithm to �nd the optimal solution. As before,we mark arcs in Ai green and arcs in F purple. Wemark all the other arcs in ([ni=1Ai[F )+ yellow. Since



Gi is a total order and F does not contain directedcycles, a security violation occurs if and only if thereis a directed cycle in the transitive closure G+ =<[ni=1Vi; ([ni=1Ai [ F )+ >. Thus, our objective is to�nd the maximum acyclic subgraph of G+ that alsocontains all the green arcs (to preserve autonomy). Inother words, we want to remove a minimum numberof arcs in order to remove all cycles.Note that in a transitive closure, the subgraph in-duced by all vertices on a cycle is a complete graph{ where each pair of vertices is connected by arcs inboth directions { so G+ can be viewed as a collectionof complete graphs plus arcs between them. These \in-between" arcs do not introduce cycles, thus any max-imum interoperation must include them. Therefore,our task is reduced to �nding in a complete graph themaximum subgraph that does not have cycles (sincethe number of such complete graphs in G+ is polyno-mial).By induction, we can easily prove a lemma that fora complete graph of m vertices, the maximum acyclicsubgraph (denoted as G(k)) contains exactly m(m �1)=2 arcs. This is obviously true when m = 2 sincem(m � 1)=2 = 1. Suppose the lemma is true for m =k. For m = k + 1, we argue that, after adding onemore vertex to G(k), we can add exactly k arcs toform G(k + 1) without introducing cycles. First, wecan add k arcs without introducing cycles: each newarc departs from an existing vertex and arrives at thenew vertex. Second, if we add k + 1 arcs, then sinceG(k) contains only k vertices, there are at least twoarcs connecting the new vertex and an existing vertex.These two arcs are necessarily in opposite directionsand therefore form a cycle. Therefore, j G(k + 1) j=jG(k) j +k = k(k � 1)=2 + k = (k + 1)k=2.Given the above lemma, we can arrange the ver-tices in a left-to-right line such that vertices in V1 aregrouped together �rst, from left to right in descendingorder, so that a vertex can always \access" the one onits right side. Then vertices in V2 are similarly linedup, and so on. Under such an arrangement, all greenarcs are in the direction of left to right. Therefore, weonly need to delete all arcs pointing from right to left,which are either purple or yellow, and we have found amaximumacyclic subgraph that contains all the greenarcs. The whole process is clearly in polynomial time.2 The above theorem is very encouraging and morepolynomial-time solvable subcases would be desirable.Next we turn to another related problem. Supposethat the initial interoperation is already secure, or thatan approximate or optimal solution has been found.

Here the set F may contain some arcs that are redun-dant in the sense that data sharing provided by themis already provided by other permitted access. There-fore, it is quite natural to consider reducing the sizeof F as much as possible.Problem 5 (Minimum Representation) For anypositive integer K �j F j, is there a subset F 0 � Fsuch that j F 0 j� K and that the set of legal accessremains unchanged when F is replaced by F 0?Theorem 5 Minimum representation isNP-complete.Proof. The subproblem when all Ai; i = 1; : : : ; n,and R are empty sets is identical to the knownNP-complete problem, Minimum Equivalent Digraph[GJ79, p.198]. 2This result implies that, unless P=NP, anypolynomial-time algorithm for �nding a secure inter-operation cannot guarantee to result in a minimumrepresentationNevertheless, if we remove the constraint that re-duction can take place only within F { that is, weask if there is a F 0 � [ni=1;j=1;i6=jVi � Vj such thatj F 0 j� K and that the set of legal access remains un-changed when F is replaced by F 0 { then the problemis equivalent to Transitive Reduction [GJ79, p.198],which is solvable in polynomial time. This type ofreduction may be useful in a preprocessing step toreduce the problem space of any algorithm used sub-sequently. However, such a measure means that thesetup of individual systems may be changed, whichmay not be desirable for other reasons.5 ComposabilityTo reduce the total complexity of �nding maximumsecure interoperation, one area for exploration is thetopology of system interoperation. In some federatedsystems, for example, interoperation is accomplishedby having a master system interacting with other sys-tems in local interoperation [SL90]. We now provethat in such a con�guration, the global interoperationis secure if and only if each local interoperation is se-cure.Given systems Gi =< Vi; Ai >; i = 0; 1; : : : ; n,where G0 is the master system, let G0;i =<G0; Gi; Fi > denote the local interoperation betweenG0 and Gi with permitted access set Fi, i = 1; : : : ; n.The global system is thus G0 =< [ni=0Vi; ([ni=0Ai) [([ni=1Fi).



Problem 6 (Federated Secure Interoperation)Given secure G0;i, i = 1; : : : ; n. Is G0 secure?Theorem 6 G0 is secure if and only if G0;i is secure,i = 1; : : : ; n.Proof. Any local interoperation of a secure globalinteroperation is automatically secure. Thus we needonly to show that the security of all the local interop-eration guarantees the security of the global federatedsystem. By two case studies, we show that, in thefederated system, there cannot be a legal access thatis illegal in either the master system G0 or a satellitesystem Gi.Suppose there is an access (a; b) that is legal inthe federation but is illegal in the master system G0.Because any local interoperation is secure, the chainof access from a to b involves G0 and at least two othersystems. As depicted in Figure 6, there must be anaccess chain from a in G0 to outside, which reentersG0 at some vertex c, goes out to Gi, and reenters G0again leading to b.
ac? GobGi

Figure 6: Security Violation in G0Clearly access (a; c) must be illegal in G0 becauseotherwise access (a; b) would be legal in G0;i, whichcontradicts the assumption that G0;i is a secure localinteroperation. But apparently (a; c) is legal in thefederated system excluding Gi, thus after excludingGi, the rest of the federation must still be insecure. By

induction we can see that this implies that there existsan insecure local interoperation G0;j, a contradiction.Similarly, suppose there is a access (a; b) that islegal in the federation but is illegal in some satellitesystem Gi; i 6= 0. Again, the chain of access from ato b involves G0, Gi, and at least another system. Asdepicted in Figure 7, there must be an access chainfrom a in Gi to c in G0, which eventually leaves G0 atsome vertex d to enter Gi at vertex b.Gi
Goc ? ba

dFigure 7: Security Violation outside G0Clearly access (c; d) must be illegal in G0 becauseotherwise access (a; b) would be legal in G0;i, whichcontradicts the assumption that G0;i is a secure localinteroperation. But apparently (c; d) is legal in thefederated system excluding Gi, thus after excludingGi, the rest of the federation must still be insecure.By induction we can see that this implies that thereexists an insecure G0;j, a contradiction. 2This theorem implies that local secure interopera-tion, and thus local maximization, can be computedindependently and in parallel.Corollary 3 (Maximum Federated Secure In-teroperation) G0 is a maximum secure interopera-tion if and only if G0;i is a maximum secure interop-eration, i = 1; : : : ; n.The two very positive results above indicate thatin a star-like con�guration, global (maximum) secure



interoperation can be achieved in a distributed fash-ion, locally, and incrementally as more systems jointhe interoperation. We can thus say that (maximum)secure interoperation is composable. Note that theseresults do not necessarily imply that maximum-accesssecure interoperation is composable.The proofs in Theorem 6 clearly extend to any con-�guration of a tree structure in that if all local inter-operation between neighboring systems are secure ormaximum, then the global interoperation is also secureor maximum.Corollary 4 (General Federated Secure Inter-operation) Secure interoperation and maximum se-cure interoperation are composable in any tree-structure con�guration.In a ring-structure con�guration (or any con�gu-ration containing a ring), the composability theoremdoes not always hold. A simple counterexample iswhen each Fi contains only one arc; thus, each lo-cal interoperation is secure, but the collection of theseplus a green arc forms a cycle and permits an illegalaccess. The implication is that secure interoperationcan be joined together as long as no ring is formed.From the proof details, we expect that the abovecomposability results generalize beyond the simple ac-cess control structure we have assumed in our currentdiscussion.6 An Application in DatabasesAn obvious application area is the interoperationof heterogeneous databases. As more secure databasesare built and connected through computer networks, awide variety of secure data sources is becoming acces-sible. One of the biggest challenges presented by thistechnology is the secure interoperation of databasescontaining data with mismatched access control struc-tures [Per92]. Providing secure interoperation notonly makes it possible to reliably share data in iso-lated military and civilian databases, but also in-creases users' con�dence and willingness in such shar-ing.A key requirement in the interoperation of hetero-geneous and especially legacy databases is autonomy[SL90]. Since these databases were often indepen-dently designed to each serve the needs of a singleorganization, and signi�cant investment has alreadybeen made into them, the interoperation must respecttheir autonomy. Our de�nition of secure interopera-tion properly captures the autonomy requirement insecurity.

The interoperation of secure databases presentsnew requirements. While the concern in the interop-eration of databases with homogeneous access controlstructures is how to maximize data sharing betweendatabases, such maximization in the interoperationof databases with heterogeneous access control struc-tures has to be tempered by security considerations.In other words, the data sharing caused by databaseinteroperation should not compromise the security ofindividual databases. This requirement is also prop-erly captured by our de�nition of secure interopera-tion.Applying our complexity analysis to the au-tonomous and secure interoperation of heterogeneousdatabases with mismatched access control structures,we can see that the detection of security breachesin interoperation is easy, and the hard problem isthe elimination of security breaches while maximiz-ing data sharing. Although the general problem is nottractable, our results provide useful guidelines in solv-ing this problem in practice. Some example guidelinesare� Although the general problem is NP-complete,the most common case in multilevel militarydatabases, where access control structures formtotal orders, is polynomial-time solvable, as isshown by Theorem 4.� Although solving the general problem involves ex-amining globally all the interoperating databasesand links between them, for the widely adoptedcase of federated database systems [SL90], inwhich all data sharing is carried out through thefederated schema, the problem can be solved in apairwise manner, as is shown by Theorem 6. Thisimplies that the problem can be solved incremen-tally as new databases join the federation.In addition, the interoperation of secure databasessuggests other natural optimality measures, whosecomputational complexity we are studying now. Forexample, we might want to maximize the numberof databases interoperable, thus an optimal solutionmight link as many databases as possible, even if theamount of data sharing is not necessarily maximized.7 Related WorkSecure interoperation can in some sense also beviewed as composing secure systems. A number ofcomposition methods have been proposed for build-ing a large system out of secure components (e.g.,



[McC90]). These previous results are mostly focusedon composing systems with identical or compatible se-curity attributes or policies, and tend to fall in thecategory of multilevel security where the avoidance ofcovert channels is of paramount importance. We dealwith secure interoperation of systems with heteroge-neous security attributes, and the compositionmethodwe examine is a very natural one that has been usedfrequently in practice.Another related work is a study of interopera-tion of multilevel secure databases [JW94], where theproblem is security label translation. Like us, theseresearchers recognize that naive interoperation maycause security violations. They de�ne a notion calledrelation consistency and propose a label insertion al-gorithm to achieve that. But unlike us, they do notprovide any complexity or composability result.In [Per92] a canonical security model was pro-posed for federated databases. The main concern wasthe integration of heterogeneous security policies andthe speci�cation of security constraints in a federatedschema. However, the problem of detecting and elim-inating security breaches in a federated schema wasnot considered.8 Summary and Future WorkWe have studied the problem of secure interoper-ation of systems with heterogeneous access controlstructures. We formed the de�nition of secure inter-operation on the following basic notions: autonomy,which dictates that legal access in one system shouldremain legal in the global system, and security, whichsays that illegal access within one system should re-main illegal in the global system. We proved that evenfor a very simple type of access control list, �nding asecure solution with some optimality is NP-complete.Thus, �nding similar optimal solutions for general ac-cess control lists can only be harder. These results,as shown by the application discussed, can help directsystem design e�ort to searching for approximationalgorithms and partial optimization, for example, byusing heuristic algorithms.For future work, one direction is to improve the the-oretical results. This includes obtaining results on thehardness of obtaining percentage-wise approximationsolutions, where some recent work [ALM+92] may behelpful, and investigating other optimality measure-ments that are applicable to particular environments.We have so far assumed that R represents direct ac-cess that are undesirable, such as a negative entry in

an access control list. This means that an indirect ac-cess may still be possible, as in the case of a typicaldiscretionary access control scheme. If we interpret re-stricted access as banning both direct and indirect ac-cess, then similar theorems might be obtained. For ex-ample, Theorem 1 trivially holds. Theorem 2 (and itscorollary) should also hold because its proof is aboutthe subcase when R = ;. Developing near-optimal al-gorithms, possibly probabilistic algorithms, to obtaingood average-case performance is also desirable.Another direction is to examine ways to distributethe process of removing security violations from a cen-tral control point to individual systems, for example,by de�ning interfaces that preserve security. This isanalogous to the development of distributed concur-rency control. We can also explore various topolo-gies of system interoperation, as in Theorem 6. An-other possibility is to divide the overall task of �nd-ing maximumsecure interoperation into preprocessingand run-time processing, because the latter on averageprobably does not involve a large number of separatesystems. This idea of delaying the decision to runtime can have other bene�ts. For example, given twopermitted access that together will violate security, in-stead of deciding somewhat arbitrarily to remove one,we can decide to keep the one that is �rst used duringrun time. This is similar to the Chinese Wall policy(e.g., [BN89]) where one access will automatically pro-hibit future access of another kind, but which accessto prohibit is not decided in advance.AcknowledgmentOur colleagues at SRI, Pat Lincoln, Teresa Lunt,and Peter Neumann provided valuable comments ondrafts of this paper.References[ALM+92] S. Arora, G. Lund, R. Motwani, M. Su-dan, and M. Szegedy. Proof Veri�cationand Hardness of Approximation Problems.In Proceedings of the IEEE 33rd AnnualSymposium on Foundations of ComputerScience, pages 14{23, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-vania, October 1992.[BGS92] J.A. Bull, L. Gong, and K.R. Sollins. To-wards Security in an Open Systems Fed-eration. In Proceedings of European Sym-posium on Research in Computer Security,
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